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North Shore Gas Company (“North Shore”) and The Peoples Gas Light and Coke 

Company (“Peoples Gas”) (collectively, the “Utilities”), pursuant to 83 Ill. Admin. Code 

§ 200.190, hereby respond to the Illinois Attorney General’s Office’s (the “AG”) Motion for 

Clarification of the Commission’s Amendatory Order of March 21, 2012 (the “AG Motion”), as 

follows:   

INTRODUCTION 
 

The Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission” or “ICC”) should deny the AG 

Motion for several reasons.  First, the AG Motion is based on an incorrect factual understanding 

as to how the permanent decoupling mechanism (“permanent Rider VBA”) approved by the 

Commission in its January 10, 2012, final Order in these proceedings works.  Second, the AG 

Motion is based on faulty logic – if the Commission had wanted the funds, if any, collected by 

permanent Rider VBA to be subject to refund as previously requested by the AG as alternate 

relief in its January 20, 2012, Motion for a Stay of the 2012 Rate Case Order or, in the 
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Alternative, Motion for Collection of Rates Subject to Refund (“AG Motion for Stay”), the 

Commission would not have expressly denied that motion in the Notice of Commission Action 

dated March 21, 2012.  Clearly, as indicated by the transcript of the Commission’s March 7, 

2012, bench session attached as Exhibit A to the AG Motion, the intent of the Amendatory Order 

was something else entirely.  That leads to the third reason for denial of the AG Motion – its 

disingenuous failure to acknowledge the Motion for Clarification filed by the Utilities on March 

23, 2012, which requested that the Commission issue clarification of the Amendatory Order 

consistent with the intent expressed by Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) Hilliard during the 

March 7, 2012, bench session.  The AG Motion is, in essence, an untimely response to the 

Utilities’ Motion for Clarification, and should be denied for that reason, as well. 

ARGUMENT 
 

First, the AG Motion requests clarification of the Amendatory Order’s direction that the 

Utilities begin to identify funds collected through permanent Rider VBA starting on April 1, 

2013.  The AG’s concern is that funds will be collected prior to April 1, 2013, that will not be 

identified for “appropriate distribution” by a court order.  The AG’s concern, however, is based 

on a failure to understand how permanent Rider VBA approved by the Commission in its 

January 10, 2012, final Order differs from the rider that was part of the four-year pilot program 

approved as part of the Utilities’ 2007 rate cases (ICC Docket Nos. 07-0241 & 07-0242 consol.).  

Pursuant to permanent Rider VBA, adjustments for the under or over collection of fixed 

distribution costs through volumetric charges are not made on an ongoing basis during that year.  

Rather, the adjustment for the net amount of over or under collected costs for a given calendar 

year are made through permanent Rider VBA during the nine month period April through 

December of the following year.  Accordingly, if there is a net under (or over) collection of fixed 
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distribution costs during calendar year 2012, adjustments to recover or credit those costs would 

not start until April 1, 2013.  In other words, as correctly understood by the Commission in its 

Amendatory Order, there are not permanent Rider VBA adjustments to be identified until 

April 1, 2013.  Thus, this portion of the AG Motion should be denied as unnecessary and/or 

moot. 

Second, with respect to the AG Motion’s request that the Commission clarify its 

Amendatory Order to indicate that it meant for funds collected (or refunded) through permanent 

Rider VBA to be made “subject to refund,” this relief should be denied because it is completely 

inconsistent with the Commission’s express denial of the alternative relief sought by the AG in 

its Motion to Stay.  As explained by the Utilities in their March 23, 2012, Motion for 

Clarification, given that the Commission denied the AG Motion for Stay, which included an 

alternative request that amounts collected or credited through permanent Rider VBA be done 

“subject to refund,” the “appropriate distribution” language in the Amendatory Order cannot 

mean that amounts collected or credited by permanent Rider VBA subsequent to April 1, 2013, 

are subject to refund.  Rather, the apparent intent of this language simply is to recognize that the 

rider as approved by the Commission will continue to function as specified in the tariff unless 

and until the Appellate Court reverses in whole or in part the Commission’s approval of the 

rider, and to make possible compliance with any direction that the court may give as to funds 

collected or refunded pursuant to the rider.   

This understanding is consistent with ALJ Hilliard’s statement made during the March 7, 

2012, Commission bench session that what this language is supposed to do is “basically track the 

recommendation just contingent upon a finding that there was money due and owing, then … if 

the money’s collected, it could be identified.  And if there’s a court decision that determines it 
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ought to go back to somebody, then we’ve just made that a possibility.  That’s all.”  (AG Motion, 

Ex. A at 21:19 – 22:5, emphasis added)  Accordingly, the Utilities request that the Commission 

deny the AG Motion and confirm that this is the intended meaning of its direction in the 

Amendatory Order for the Utilities to identify funds collected or refunded through permanent 

Rider VBA “for appropriate distribution pending a final and un-appealable order from a 

reviewing court determining the legality of Rider VBA,” as requested by the Utilities in their 

March 23, 2012, Motion for Clarification.  

Third, and finally, despite the Utilities’ Motion for Clarification having been pending 

since March 23, 2012, on the very same topic as the AG Motion, the AG Motion fails to 

acknowledge the Utilities’ Motion for Clarification.  Indeed, not only is the AG Motion on the 

same topic, but it requests relief that is 180 degrees opposite from that requested by the Utilities 

in their Motion.  Pursuant to 83 Ill. Admin. Code § 200.190(e), any response by the AG to the 

Utilities’ Motion for Clarification was due no later than April 6, 2012, fourteen days after the 

Utilities’ Motion was filed on March 23, 2012.  The AG Motion was filed on April 16, 2012, ten 

days after the time for filing a response to the Utilities’ Motion had expired.  Thus, it appears that 

the AG, having missed the filing deadline for a response to the Utilities’ Motion, fashioned its 

response as a “motion,” instead, in an attempt to circumvent the Commission’s rules.  Thus, the 

Commission should deny the AG Motion for this reason, as well, to prevent an “end run” around 

its rules of practice.  

CONCLUSION 

 For the reasons stated above, as well as in the Utilities’ March 23, 2012, Motion for 

Clarification, the Commission should deny the AG Motion and grant the relief requested by the 

Utilities in their Motion for Clarification. 
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